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Slide Use Regulations
Before using the slides, please read the following points carefully!

1. Everyone may use the slides at their own responsibility while also adhering to the mandatory
safety standards and wearing clothing appropriate for accessing the spa.

2. Please comply with the regulations marked with informative, awareness raising and prohibitive
pictograms. By not complying with the regulations the guest may suffer an accident, for which
the spa does not bear any responsibility.

3. We ask you to adhere to the instructions of the slide guard every time you slide.
4. It is mandatory to comply with the regulations involving age and weight.

Body weight

Age

Family Slide

Magic Tunnel Slide

up to 120 kg

up to 120 kg

Under parental supervision
between ages 0-7

Use is PROHIBITED between
ages 0-7

Independently above age 8

Independently above age 8

5. With each slide we ask you to apply the appropriate sliding position in order to avoid injury. It is
PROHIBITED to do belly slides, headfirst slides or standing slides! Sliding together or in a
group is PROHIBITED.

6. Upon arrival into the water you must immediately leave the pool area in front of the slide (i.e.
the danger zone)! It is PROHIBITED to stay at the slide’s landing zone because of a risk of
collision. Inappropriate use of the slides may result in you bruising your skin and hitting your
body to objects. To avoid this, please adhere to the regulations.

7. When sliding you must keep your distance from the previous person for your own and others’
safety. You must comply with the light signals of the Magic Tunnel Slide (green = start, red =
stop). In both cases (Family Slide, Magic Tunnel Slide) you may only begin to slide once the
previous person has left the danger zone.

8. While sliding it is PROHIBITED to hold onto the edge of the slide. Launching yourself from the
edge of the slide using your hands and/or feet is PROHIBITED.

9. It is PROHIBITED to wear jewellery (ring, necklace) or watches, or to use a selfie stick, mobile
phone or camera while sliding. The spa does not take any responsibility for problems arising
from the use of the aforementioned objects while sliding.

10. It is PROHIBITED to use the slides under the influence of alcohol or other psychoactive
substances!

11. The environment of the slides, the starting stand and the pool exit is slippery as a result of
spilled water, therefore it is PROHIBITED to run on these surfaces! Please move around
carefully.

12. Please adhere to the above rules and regulations, as well as the warnings of the slide guard. If
not complying with the regulations the slide guard may prohibit the use of the slide.
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